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If they are still usable, give them to someone who needs them. As being human being, we should strictly
involve in the activities reducing pollution and global warming and save the earth. Following the 3R rule
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle can be proved very effective in saving our precious earth. Wildlife protection is also a
way of preserving nature because wildlife forms a part of the beautiful nature and their existence is important.
Because of the unnatural weather change, the defensive ozone layer got a gap, ascend in ocean level,
liquefying of ice tops of Antarctica and Greenland, and so on negative changes happened. To save the
environment Prime Minister Shri. Conclusion: In conclusion, the journey to save mother earth is still at its
early stages but through the strategies that have been put in place, it is possible to restore Mother Earth and
protect it. People should make sure to keep maintenance up on their vehicles to prevent unnecessary toxins
from entering the environment. We may also choose to give them to associations. Extinction of Flora and
Fauna Species: Wild animals have no places to live. The earth is all we have, without it, life would not be
imaginable. Conclusion: A Mother is the source of life. As a result, not only we have depleted all these
precious energy sources but also degraded the quality of life for other living beings as well. Through the
process of restoring nature, challenges are faced especially in those natural aspects that are somehow
impossible to restore e. The environment occupies majority of the earth and its destruction has been massive
over the years. Old rubber tires can be made into a recreation area where kids can crawl in and out. We should
be very clear about what products we are using in daily life and always select eco-friendly cleansing products.
Water Conservation: Water is the basis of our lives. On top of that, the fumes and gases produced by the
combustion of these fuels have increased the pollution level in the air and caused global warming at a serious
level. Plants are the most essential need of life whether people, creatures or other living things. Ways of
Saving Mother Earth: Efforts made to save mother earth are focused on restoration of nature and mitigation of
destruction of nature. So, to save Mother Earth is to save us children, in turn. Essay Topic: Planet Are we
aware that we are slowly destroying our planet? Walk or use bike if the journey is a short one because if we
drive every day, it will contributed to air pollution. There is nothing new here but if we follow at least some of
these tips, we can be proud of ourselves by participating in the protection of the environment. The other way
of saving mother earth is through education so that people are aware of the importance of nature, which will
motivate them to contribute in the process. Commercial industries are leading contributors to global warming
and various forms of pollution like air pollution, soil pollution, water pollution and others. Plants are the most
basic need of life whether human beings, animals or other living things. Jungle gyms, slides and swing sets
can be made from recycled mettles. Without plans to replenish them, it has caused serious damage to Earth.
We will write a custom essay sample on Save Our Planet or any similar topic only for you Order Now It is an
easy habit to take up which will save a lot of money No matter how busy we are, we also can be one of the
environment activists or volunteers in an association to increase the public and media awareness to protect our
lovely planet such as running a zoo, overseeing conservation projects and caring for pets.


